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Timely Topic for Spring Conference
Sharon Powell, Spring Conference Co‐chair
How can Family Educators, Social Workers, Ministers
and related Youth and Family professionals best
serve the needs of same‐sex couples and their
families? How can we support conversations about
controversial topics?
What are the questions that help voters and
legislators identify the impact of the proposed
Marriage Amendment on families? How do current statutes affect same‐sex couples
and their families?
How can school programs successfully serve, nurture and protect GLBTQ youth?
What do we need to know about GLBTQ relationship and family formation
development?
We will begin to answer those questions at our spring conference on Monday, June
11th at the Como Rainforest Auditorium. Don’t miss this opportunity to gather with
your colleagues and obtain information you will need in your
work with families before and after this fall’s vote on Marriage
Amendment in Minnesota.
We look forward to a day filled with thoughtful discussion,
inspiring breakout sessions, informative keynote speakers and a
moving performance by the 515 Players highlighting the diverse
legal issues faced by same‐sex couples and their families.
Let your colleagues, collaborators, ministers, legislators and
school district personnel know about this opportunity. Go to
www.mcfr.net for more information and to register.

June 11, 2012!

Spring 2012 MCFR Conference

Same-Sex Couples and their Families: Connecting Policy, Research and Practice
Como Park VisitorMCFR
Center,
Rainforest Auditorium, St Paul, MN
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From the President San Ha
Greetings MCFR Members,
I am deeply honored and grateful to have an
opportunity to serve the MCFR Board of
Directors as President this year. I am also
deeply touched by the great cooperation and
collaboration of MCFR members, including
the fabulous MCFR past and current Board
members and our brilliant Administrative Director, Linda Vukelich, to
strengthen all families by educating and supporting family professionals and
promoting connections among those involved in research, policy, and practice
in Minnesota. It’s not “Minnesota nice,” I say, “It’s Minnesota great!”

The Difference between Management and Leadership

You may be in a position to manage people in an organization, such as a school,
hospital, company, or government. “But are you actually leading them?” asked
a CareerBuilder writer, Beth Braccio Hering. She argues that top talent in
today’s workplace knows that both management and leadership skills are
necessary for success.

A manager accomplishes tasks, but a leader inspires people.

Both managers and leaders care that work gets done. For example, a manager
should be able to organize and pull together the necessary elements to finish a
project on time. In contrast, Joseph Grenny, co‐author of Influencer, says that
managers often struggle to achieve the results they want because when their
team fails to deliver, managers typically blame their team for lack of motivation
and ask them to simply work harder. However, he argues that the most
influential leaders – the 5 percent who succeed consistently at influencing
profound and essential behavior change – practice intentional influence by
spending as much as half of their time thinking about and actively influencing
the behaviors they know will lead to top performance.

A manager executes a plan, but a leader has a vision.

Managers are more likely good at following through on directions. They may
have exceptional ability to stick to budgets, organize resources, and stay on
track. Of course, all of them are very important to the day‐to‐day operations of
a company or an organization. But these strengths may not always translate
into being a leader. Pete Friedes, former CEO of the international human
resource consulting firm Hewitt Associates and co‐founder of
managingpeoplebetter.com, says that the manager is more into the details of
getting things done than the leader. The leader is more into communicating
where the organization is trying to go. He argues that the leader has a vision of
what direction the organization should go, what the organization can
accomplish and generally how it should accomplish tasks that lead toward the
vision.

Leadership requires good management skills, but the reverse is not
necessarily true.

Leaders are more likely to use their managerial skills to carry out visions to their
full potential. Friedes says that the best leaders are also good managers, but
Continued on page 3
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From the President San Ha

(Continued from page 2)

the best managers may or may not become good leaders
because they may not have the vision to know where the
organization should be heading. He notes that at most
levels in an organization, one can be a good manager
without being a leader by getting tasks done effectively
and accomplishing goals set by higher managers and
leaders. But solely being able to manage people well may
not be enough to lead the organization.

I have a vision that strengthening all families is the
best way to build a wonderful world for all.

I believe that families constitute the world in which we
live. Therefore, it is critical to support and empower all
families to strengthen the foundation of the world. I don’t
know whether I am a manager or a leader, but I know that

I am trying to be a person who strives to make the world a
better place for all, especially by strengthening all families.
If you are reading this MCFR Family Forum, I believe you
have already been doing wonderful things for your family,
friends, community and/or the world. And I also believe
that if we cooperate and collaborate together, our visions
will be carried out to their full potential effectively not
only for us but also for generations to come. In addition
to your own visions, dreams, or goals, I hope you can help
us achieve the mission of MCFR as well.
Have a wonderful life with your family and friends!
San Ha, M.Ed.
MCFR President

A note from the Editor:
Enjoy this issue of the newsletter—perhaps while experiencing the pleasant summer breezes. My thanks to all
of the contributors who have prepared these items to inform and enlighten us. Again, I encourage each of you to
consider contributing to Family Forum by preparing a book review or a
research article/brief or by submitting an item for “Members’ Corner” (our
version of Letters to the Editor). If you have any suggestions for improvement
of Family Forum, please let me know. Thank you.
Ron Pitzer
Family Forum editor

Student/New Professional Section
We are calling for proposals and posters for the 2012
MCFR Fall Conference on November 16! Students and
new professionals who are interested in building
strong relationships within the family life field are
encouraged to submit their proposals and posters
eight weeks before the conference – by mid‐

June 11, 2012!

Chun Zhang, Student and New Professional Section
September. Also, students and new professionals at
any level are welcomed to participate in the MCFR
community. Enjoy the nice summer and get your
proposals and posters ready for the upcoming MCFR
fall conference!!!

Spring 2012 MCFR Conference

Same-Sex Couples and their Families: Connecting Policy, Research and Practice
Como Park Visitor Center, Rainforest Auditorium, St Paul, MN

Tune-in to the Esme Murphy show on WCCO 850 am on Saturday, June 2 at 7:30 pm, to
hear an interview with our keynote presenter Maureen Ittig, PhD!
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Committee Reports
Communications
Treasurer’s Corner
Beth Yokom, MCFR Treasurer
Currently, MCFR finances are a bit out of step with the 2012 budget, primarily due to the annual spring conference
date of June 11, which is later than usual. The budget was created assuming income and expenses for a
conference to be held in April or early May.
So, let’s “do the numbers” as of April 30, 2012:
YTD total income
$ 425.33
YTD total expenses
3,939.65
YTD net ordinary income
‐3,514.32
Total Assets
7,909.04
Though we are below budget projections for income and expenses, we expect things to catch up financially as
conference registrations come in for the June 11 conference, Serving Same‐Sex Couples and Their Families:
Connecting Policy, Research and Practice.
Make your plans now to attend the conference! We’d love to see ALL MCFR members there as we consider a very
timely topic from many perspectives. Registration and other conference details can be found elsewhere in this
newsletter.
Best of all, when you renew or join MCFR, you save $20 on the conference registration fee ‐ a sound financial
decision for your pocketbook and for ours. MCFR’s financial health depends upon membership and conference
participation, so join/renew and register!
I’m looking forward to seeing you at the conference on June 11!

What’s New at NCFR

Rose Allen, President Elect – Affiliate Council Board
This year’s NCFR Conference begins on October 31 in
Phoenix, Arizona. You may not have Halloween plans
yet, but think about including NCFR in your celebration.
This year’s conference theme is “Families and Health”.
To peek at the program, go to http://www.ncfr.org/
ncfr‐2012
Early bird registration rates end on June 30.
NCFR publishes Report‐ a quarterly magazine for
members. The Spring 2012 issue focuses on Military
Families. This issue is available for anyone to view on the
NCFR web site at http://www.ncfr.org/ncfr‐report/
reportcurrent‐issue

Video Lexicon is a project currently being done by NCFR.
They are collecting short conversations from some of the
top researchers in the family field and putting them on‐
line at the NCFR web site. http://www.ncfr.org/
community/video‐lexicon
Minnesota researchers are included. Pauline Boss
describes Ambiguous Loss and Jean Illsley Clarke talks
about Overindulgence.
For these and other resources – check out the NCFR web
site at www.ncfr.org.
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Parent Education Ethics in Practice

by Glen Palm, Professor and Head, Family Studies Department, St Cloud State University, MCFR Board
I am still interested in receiving case
studies about ethical issues that
parent educators in MN are facing.
In the interest of keeping the
purpose of this MCFR column (to
identify ethical issues and to apply
the MCFR approach to ethics) alive I
have created a case study to
consider. As a member of the
National Parenting Education
Network (NPEN) I read with interest
the recent discussion about the Back
to Sleep campaign and how different
parent educators were responding to
how they conveyed the message of
this campaign to parents. The recent
Time magazine article and cover on
Attachment Parenting brings a
different perspective to sleep issues
promoting co‐sleeping. Helping
infants sleep is a common topic in
parent education groups and can
become an ethical dilemma for
parent educators.
The National Institute of Child
Health and Development initiated
the Back to Sleep campaign in the
1990s as a preventative measure
against Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS). See the website
(http://www.nichd.nih.gov/sids/) for
more information about the
campaign and the evidence to back
up the importance of the
recommended practices for parents
around infant sleep. The discussion
on the NPEN listserv has been
focused on how to share information
like this with parents. Initially it
appeared that it was just a matter of
telling parents this is what is
recommended from a reliable source
and is based on research related to
SIDS. There are few areas in
parenting where we can feel
completely sure about the
recommendations that we give.
Preventing SIDS by telling parents in
a more authoritative way to put

babies to sleep on their backs (supine
position) seems like a no‐brainer. As
the discussion went on it became
clear that it might not be as simple as
it seems. You might also want to look
at the review of Back to Sleep on
Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Back‐to‐Sleep).
Attachment Parenting (AP) by Dr.
William Sears was also developed as
a parenting philosophy during the
1990s. One of the principles of AP
that was articulated was around
sleep with the recommendation for
co‐sleeping as a way to deal with the
infant’s needs during the night. AP
provides some clear guidelines about
how to do this to be safe but it still
appears to be in conflict with the
Back to Sleep campaign.
It would not be difficult to imagine
a parent group for infants that had
parents who held differing views
about sleep represented by the two
groups identified. The question for
the parent educator is how to share
information about Back to Sleep with
parents. Is it an ethical dilemma?
Can the group process for ethical
thinking be used to provide new
insights into this situation in both
how to listen to parents and how to
support parents in making decisions
that are in the best interests of their
babies and their families.

Case Study
There is a parent group of 9 mothers
and 1 father with infants ages 3‐9
months. Two parents in the group
are “true Believers” of Attachment
Parenting and have adapted co‐
sleeping as part of their parenting
practices. The parent educator has
raised two children who were infants
prior to the Back to Sleep campaign.
Both typically slept on their tummies
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and encountered no problems. She is
a bit skeptical about the research
behind Back to Sleep but feels the
need to share it with parents. There
is another parent in the group who
lost a sibling to SIDS during the 1980s
and is an ardent advocate for Back to
Sleep practices. She can’t understand
why anyone would risk not using this
approach to putting babies to sleep.
Two other mothers are struggling
with sleep issues and have tried
putting their babies to sleep on their
backs and are not finding this to work
with their babies.
Take some time to review the
MCFR ethical process and apply it to
this case. To decide if this is indeed
an ethical dilemma, review the
principles to see which ones apply.
Are there conflicts between different
principles in the list? For example in
the first set of principles about
relationships with parents number 3
reads, ”We will respect cultural
beliefs, backgrounds and differences
and engage in practice that is
sensitive to the diversity of child‐
rearing values and goals.” This
suggests that we respect that parents
may have different perspectives on
issues like infant sleeping. Some
parents may value co‐sleeping which
is different from the current
recommendations. We could also
apply principle 3 from Section 2
about our relationships with children.
This principle reads, “We will do no
harm to children and youth and insist
the same from others.” The
recommendations from Back to Sleep
are made based on public health
research information meant to
protect children and reduce the
incidence of SIDS. We are also
committed to our own development
of a knowledge base that guides us
Continued on page 6

Annual MCFR Conference – November 16, 2012
The keynote speaker for the

Annual MCFR Conference
on Friday, November 16
will be

Pauline Boss, PhD
Pauline’s most recent book is “Loving Someone Who Has Dementia: How to
find hope while coping with stress and grief.” Building upon her background in
ambiguous loss, she turns the tables to focus on the families who are living with dementia
and caring for loved ones. She has kept very busy with many speeches and work throughout the United States
and beyond. We are very lucky to have her with us, and wanted to share the date and name early.

Parent Education Ethics in Practice
(Continued from page 5)

toward ethical and effective practice as parent educators.
Can the MCFR process be used to provide some new
insights into this issue in both how to listen to parents
and how to help parents make decisions that are in the
best interests of their babies and their families?
Please send any comments about your analysis of this
case using the MCFR ethics process so that the results
can be shared in a future issue of the Family Forum.

Membership Update:
Social Work Continuing Education
Credit

Ethical Thinking and Practice:
Updating and Collaborating
Mary Maher, President‐Elect

Seven presenters of the Ethics Workshops met on 4/27
to review and edit the updated powerpoint
presentation. Bill Allen is adapting the slides to include
many of the group’s wise and creative suggestions. The
script will also be amended and then active marketing of
the workshops will begin again.
Dawn Cassidy and Jason Samuels of NCFR held an
initial meeting with Betty Cooke and Beth Gausman to
develop plans for a Webinar version of the workshop. A
second meeting is scheduled for 5/10. We look forward
to the opportunity to present this material to CFLEs
across the country.

Let your Social Work colleagues know that MCFR
conferences now offer Continuing Education Credits
for their licensure. Membership brings a hefty
discount to the registration fee as well as first access
to MinneNews and the Forum.
Encourage a colleague or friend to join now!

Stay in touch at www.mcfr.net
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MCFR Annual Conference – November 16, 2012
Sue Meyers, Chair, Annual Conference Planning Committee

Change in Date for our Annual
Conference. Initially planned for the
first Friday in December, we
changed the date when Pauline
Boss had a conflict with getting back
from a session with family
therapists in Japan planning support
programs for families with
ambiguous loss following the
massive 2011 tsunami.
Great ideas evolve over time,
and how theory is developed will be
shown by our keynote speaker,
Pauline Boss. Her most recent book,
Loving Someone Who Has
Dementia: How to Find Hope While
Coping with Stress and Grief, is a
gift to any family member who had
dealt with memory loss of a loved
one.
Vern Bengtson, PhD, USC, past
presenter in Minnesota said: “This
book is a must for anyone suffering

review

alongside a loved one with
dementia. Dr. Boss writes with the
wisdom of a scholar and the
warmth of a family therapist.”
Macaran A. Baird, MD, MS,
professor and head, U of MN
Medical School, Dept. of Family
Medicine and Community Health
said: “This is more than a survival
guide for unpaid caregivers and
support groups for families of those
with dementia. It is an easily
understood self‐care manual for
living well that illuminates options
for finding balance and resilience
while managing the ambiguous loss
of having a loved one with
dementia.”
Other presentations will be
confirmed later, but Leah Hanson
has agreed to present the
background for developing the
longitudinal study at Regions

Hospital on the Minnesota Memory
Project. There will be a call for
presentations so that the life span
will be addressed. As usual, there
will be workshops, student
presentations, food, and a silent
auction to fund scholarships for
students to attend conferences.
There will also be an update of the
activities of the Minnesota Council
on Family Relations throughout the
year – and honoring special people
with our two MCFR Awards.
The location for the conference
will be identified shortly.
If this intrigues you, please let
me know. We would love to have
you on our planning team. My email
is: smeyers@umn.edu. Minnell
Tralle and Leanne Sponsel are also
on the committee.
We look forward to seeing you

Cyber Junkie: Escape the Gaming and Internet Trap
[By Kevin Roberts; published by Hazelden-call 1-800-328-9000; 2010; ISBN # 978-1-59-285-948-1; softcover; 2010, 181 pages]

Reviewed by Marcie Parker, Ph.D., CFLE, President and CEO of Parker and Associates, a healthcare research and
consulting firm in Excelsior, Minnesota.
Recent research, cited online by
Huffpost Healthy Living 1/12/2012,
indicates that Internet addicts
experience brain changes similar to
those of alcoholics and gamblers. The
newly published study, in Plos One, a
journal of the Public Library Science,
says that brains of Internet addicts
seem to undergo chemical changes
similar to those of alcoholics and
other drug addicts. There is now a
diagnostic evaluation called IAD or
Internet Addiction Disorder.
Researchers found differences
between addicts and non‐addicts in
the part of the brain linked to
emotional processing, executive

thinking skills and cognitive
functioning. With Internet addicts,
researchers were able to find the part
of the brain where abnormal
connections between nerve fibers,
similar to the brains of alcoholics and
others with impulse control disorders,
were found. Researcher Henrietta
Bowden‐Jones, Senior Lecturer at
Imperial College London, said, “We
are finally being told what clinicians
suspected for some time now, that
white‐matter abnormalities in the
orbito‐frontal cortex and other truly
significant brain areas are present not
only in addictions where substances
are involved but also in behavioral
MCFR Family Forum, Spring 2012, page 7

ones such as Internet addiction.”
Researchers have long argued over
whether various types of technology
addiction, such as Internet and video
games, should be officially classified
as a mental illness. This research
should put that argument to rest.
There have even been some deaths
reported due to Internet addiction: a
20‐year‐old videogames enthusiast
who died from a blood clot doctors
believe developed because he was
spending more than 12 hours a day
playing video games, and a 21‐year‐
old man found dead in his home two
months after he developed a gaming
Continued on page 8

Review - Cyber Junkie: Escape the Gaming and Internet Trap (Continued from page 7)
addiction so strong he rarely slept or
left his room‐‐‐‐despite difficulty
breathing, this man refused to go to
the doctor and continued playing
video games. As of November 2011,
South Korea has a new law requiring
gaming sites to shut out players under
16 for a 6‐hour block every night.
Kevin Roberts is a recovering
video game addict who has written
this book in order to help addicts,
their friends and family members
come to grips with Internet addiction
and seek help. Roberts says that
increasing numbers of people are
isolating themselves, ignoring reality
and real human relationships, turning
their backs on family and friends, and
even losing their jobs and livelihoods
due to their addiction to the Internet
and video games. Roberts provides
compulsive gamers and surfers, their
families, friends and co‐workers, with
a step‐by‐step guide toward recovery.
The kinds of help he offers include
support groups to assist those
struggling with cyber addiction, as
well as referrals for one‐on‐one and
family and group therapy and
psychiatric help with drug therapy as
well.
One of the things that makes this
addiction challenging is that we all, to
some degree or another, must use the
Internet on a regular basis at work
and at home in order to function. In
this way, it is similar to anorexia,
bulimia and binging in that we all
need to eat and need to have a
balanced and peaceful relationship
with food. Thus, as with food, we
must develop a healthy relationship
with online activities. Another thing
that can make this a difficult addiction
to break is that the same skills and
aptitudes that can lead to twenty‐first
century addicts who turn an innocent
pastime into something which takes
control over one’s life, alternates
reality and alienates family and
friends, can also lead a cyber addict to

challenging and highly lucrative
careers.
There is, of course, a bright
upside to using the Internet and
playing video games. As Roberts
points out, success as a business
leader may depend on skills
developed as a gamer. Online gamers
compete in complex and changing
virtual environments, organize, build
skills and function in various roles and
must learn to recruit, organize,
motivate and direct large groups of
players toward a single specific goal.
They also learn to take calculated risks
and make decisive decisions with
imperfect and incomplete
information. These online managers
must also deal skillfully with conflict
and conflict resolution. It has been
reported that surgeons who play
videogames more than 3 hours a
week are 37% less likely to make
mistakes during a specific surgical
procedure and finish the procedure
27% faster than non‐gamers. Video
games are also critically important in
developing and maintaining the skills
of soldiers responsible for electronic
battlefield monitoring and predator
drone surveillance. Educational
researchers find that educational
video games in classrooms provide an
interactive way to impart information
and more fully engage students in
learning. Oncologists have
successfully used a game call Re‐
Mission with young cancer patients to
improve therapeutic adherence and
treatment success. The elderly have
begun using video games to maintain
physical and mental agility and to
keep up with social networking
nationwide and worldwide.
With all this said, there are some
Internet users and video gamers who
become strongly addicted and
struggle to function in reality, work
and family. As Dr. John Everingham
says in the foreword, “Like many
addicts, I have traded one addiction
for another throughout my life.” [p. X]
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I became aware of this serial
addiction watching a co‐worker in one
of my first positions as a researcher.
This gal was addicted, serially, to
marijuana, cocaine, caffeine, sex,
overeating, dieting, drinking 4‐5
bottles of Nyquil each night to get to
sleep, exercise and on and on. I am
sure by now she has sped through
Internet addiction and is on to
something else. This was my first real
awareness that nature/genetics might
play a much bigger role in addictions
than was commonly argued by the
nurture camp.”
Roberts fascinating new book
includes an Introduction, Welcome to
the Cyber Universe, Choose Your
Poison, Your Brain in Cyberland, Into
the Black Hole, Climbing Out of the
Hole, The Journey of Recovery
Continues, A Guide for Loved Ones,
Resources, Notes and About the
Author. In chapters 1‐2, he helps us
peer into and understand the cyber
world. In chapters 3‐4, Roberts looks
at the science and behaviors involved
in addiction, and how this addiction is
similar to others. In chapters 5‐6 he
tells the story of his own recovery and
provides case studies of others who
have overcome this addiction. And in
chapter 7, Roberts offers ways that
family and friends of a cyber junkie
can help, whether that person is a
child or an adult.
He points out that for most
people, while video and computer
games and other forms of digital
technology are merely useful and
harmless additions to our lives, for
others their use is compulsive and
excessive. Time spent with these
devices begins to supplant real
relationships with real people and
cause addicts to turn away from social
situations, time spent with family and
friends and even loss of jobs. This
addiction begins to take its toll on
one’s mental, physical, and emotional
health. Roberts says that he
Continued on page 9

Review - Cyber Junkie: Escape the Gaming and Internet Trap (Continued from page 8)
experiences carpal tunnel syndrome and persistent back
pain from his addiction to video games and the Internet,
he has missed appointments, lost jobs, lost lots of money
and created significant barriers to his maintaining
relationships and friendships. Instead of spending time
with friends and family, he would sink hours and days into
chatting with so‐called “friends” around the world. He
missed social gatherings, dinners with friends and time
with family. He had an insatiable urge to game, surf and
chat online, often in 50‐hour gaming binges and all‐night
online chatting. He also began lying to friends, claiming to
be on an out‐of‐town trip, when, in fact, he was spending
days and nights on the computer.
Like most addicts, Roberts did everything he could to
hide his Internet/gaming addiction from everyone. Like
gambling addiction, it can be kept secret from family and
friends until the gambler has cleaned out all the savings,
401K plans, and pensions and lost the house before
anyone in the family realizes what is going on. It finally
took Roberts’ willingness to admit he had a problem to
make use of talk therapy, drug therapy, friends and strong
support groups to allow him to gain some degree of
control over the addiction. In order to write this book,
Roberts has had to talk with players from around the
world, visit gaming forums, take a close look at Facebook,
MySpace and other networking sites and scour the
professional literature for what little research exists on the
topic. What he found is that because cyber addiction is a
new phenomenon, there is little research on the topic but
the research is swelling every year.
The goal of this book is to help anyone affected by
overuse of the Internet, video games or other electronic
devices. The addict, someone who loves him or her, a
partner, a child, or a friend could all use this book to
advantage. This can be a very difficult addiction for family

June 11, 2012!

and friends to understand. Some gamers have such an
addiction that they will actually urinate in a bottle rather
than get up to use the bathroom and will forego meals and
jobs rather than sign off the Internet. Social networks,
which can encourage broadening one’s horizons, foster
artistic and creative talents, enhance communication,
travel and networking, can also stunt real time human
contact and relationships. Video games also encourage a
highly sedentary lifestyle in children and teens when they
really need physical activity, friends, a social life and home
time.
This book is well‐written, packed with case studies,
verbatim quotes from addicts, their friends, parents,
families and spouses, and what we know to date about the
research. It also contains lists [e.g. Warning Signs of Cyber
Addiction, p. 65] and assessment and self‐assessment
checklists. A high percentage of gaming addicts seem to
have Asperger’s [a high‐functioning form of autism],
ADHD, bipolar disorder and other comorbidities. And, as
with all addictions, Roberts covers the topic of what to do
in case of a relapse [see p. 136 ff]. We know from the
behavior change literature on making a habit change that
it is not uncommon for
people to experience seven or more relapses before they
are finally able to make the change they are seeking a
permanent part of their lives.
There are some minor quibbles with the book, such as
strays that missed the editor’s eye [using “are” instead of
“is” or “less” instead of “fewer”]. Overall, this is a
fascinating book, much needed and one which will be a
great use to a wide audience of healthcare providers,
therapists, parents, teachers, employers, and addicts
themselves. I strongly recommend the book as one which
is easy to read, accessible and which performs a great
service to us all.

Spring 2012 MCFR Conference

Same-Sex Couples and their Families:
Connecting Policy, Research and Practice
Como Park Visitor Center, Rainforest Auditorium, St Paul, MN
Register today! Online and mail/fax registration available at www.mcfr.net

Tune-in to the Esme Murphy show on WCCO 850 am
Saturday, June 2 at 7:30 pm, to hear an interview with our
keynote presenter Maureen Ittig, PhD!
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Annual MCFR Conference – November 16, 2012
The keynote speaker for the

Annual MCFR Conference
on Friday, November 16
will be

Pauline Boss, PhD
Pauline’s most recent book is “Loving Someone Who Has Dementia:
How to find hope while coping with stress and grief.” Building upon her
background in ambiguous loss, she turns the tables to focus on the families who are living with
dementia and caring for loved ones. She has kept very busy with many speeches and work
throughout the United States and beyond. We are very lucky to have her with us.

MCFR History

Sue Meyers, Professor Emeritus, School of Social Work, University of
Minnesota; MCFR Historian and Board member

Changes are many during the spring‐summer transition.
There are graduations, marriages, job changes, illnesses,
retirements, children born, moves away from home and
even construction zones to add to the list. How we
approach each change depends on our perspective of
change. Is it a gain or loss – or just a change?
The late John Brantner said that we all could benefit
by changing the way we do things. His example was where
he sat during a church service. For many, their expected
location for sitting is assumed, and others in “their” space
are intruders. Brantner said that the entire view around a
person and his/her place in it is changed when we
physically move. The sun shines differently through the
colorful windows when seen from a different angle.
Construction zones force us to make changes – a given
for Minnesota during summer. If you know options, it is
easier. If you have never traveled off freeways, the trip will
be arduous. Or as many parents of a developmentally
delayed child know, welcome to Holland. You didn’t plan to
go to Holland, and though it is lovely, it was not the
location you thought you were heading to for those 8
months.
All changes bring excitement and fear. New retirees
are learning what to be active in and how to save space for
individual interests. Others are following passions held in
check because of their occupations. For a number, family
changes will make a quick change of perspective –

whether positive or negative. A partner’s illness or death
of parent is scary and reminds us of human limits. Moving
to a new location and job can be stimulating but also can
cut long‐held friendships.
In April, I was able to attend a presentation by Ira
Reiss, noted sociologist who focused on human sexuality.
His wife, Harriet, has been on this journey with him. The
“young” retirees at the meeting were surprised at some
statistics of changes in sexuality by young adults.
Following his presentation, I attended a workshop with
Pauline Boss on ambiguous loss in families. She wove the
research and theory building into a framework for
understanding dynamics of families today – from living
with stroke, to autism, to dementia. The group was very
interested and provided examples for others for support.
Several months ago I spoke with Sander Latts, a past
president of MCFR. He died last month of kidney disease.
He knew it would be difficult and made use of hospice
care during the last stages of his disease. We were among
the Minnesotans at NCFR who remarked that we really
should get together in Minnesota instead of only when
traveling to all those fine cities where NCFR was held.
May all your changes enhance who you are and
provide fodder for working with families whether
personally, professionally or as a volunteer. Those
grounded in the family field have excellent tools to adapt
to changes occurring throughout the years.
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Minnesota Council on Family Relations presents:

Serving Same-Sex Couples and Their Families Connecting Policy, Research and Practice
The conference will offer an opportunity to carefully examine the proposed marriage amendment
by applying the Family Impact Analysis tool to better understand the ramifications of this policy.
The interactive program will also include sessions to inform and support family practitioners in
serving all Minnesota families.

Conference Features:

National and Minnesota
Experts
Interactive Program
Components
! Two sets of Concurrent
Breakout Sessions
! Photography Exhibit
! Theatrical Performance
! Bookseller
! Resource Fair
! Continuing Education Credit
Clock Hours
CFLE
Social Work CE

Keynote presenter:

Dr Maureen Ittig

Research Associate,
Project Director, Penn
State University

Monday, June 11, 2012
8:30 am - 4:30 pm

Como Park Visitor Center
Rainforest Auditorium
St Paul, Minnesota

Call 651-321-3919 for
more information.

Registration form on reverse or Register online at www.mcfr.net.
MCFR members save with member pricing. Scholarships available!
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Minnesota Council on Family Relations presents

Serving Same-Sex Couples and Their FamiliesConnecting Policy, Research & Practice

Monday, June 11, 2012 8:30 am - 4:30 pm Como Park’s Rainforest Auditorium

Registration: MCFR Annual Spring Conference
Online:
Mail:
Fax:

Register online with a credit card at www.mcfr.net
Mail this registration form with payment to:
MCFR, 2738 Evergreen Circle, St. Paul, MN 55110
Fax this completed form with credit card information to:
651-407-1754

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________________
City, State Zip:___________________________________________________________________
Email:___________________________________________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________________________________

REGISTRATION FEES: ☐ Member $99
☐ Student/New Professional/Retired $49

☐ Nonmember $119
☐ Scholarship*

MCFR DUES:

☐ Individual $45 ☐ Student/Retired $25 ☐ Organization $75 (2 mbr regs)

AMOUNT DUE: Registration $_______________ Dues $_______________
TOTAL ENCLOSED/AUTHORIZED: $_______________
PAYMENT METHOD:
☐ Check enclosed

☐ Credit card [ ☐Visa, ☐MC ]

Exp: ☐ ☐/☐ ☐

Card #______________________________________________ code ☐ ☐ ☐
Name on Card:_____________________________________________________________
Billing Address (if different):__________________________________________________
Sign:________________________________________________
☐ *Scholarship (Application required) Scholarships are available for MCFR student
members and other MCFR members with financial need. Scholarship applications
are available at www.mcfr.net and must be submitted by May 25. MCFR
membership required. Recipients will be notified by June 1.

Questions? Call 651-321-3919 or go to www.mcfr.net
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